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ABSTRACT: Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are deployed in hostile environments in many applications. In a 
WSN, regular topology patterns such as Square, Hexagonal and Triangle can fully cover the area, provide accurate 
positioning for abnormal event, and achieve better network performance than random topology using cluster-based 
techniques. To establish intra-cluster and inter-clusters security with respect to data handling is the prime challenge at 
this moment. Cluster based key management is one of the good security aspects in wireless sensor network. Sensor 
nodes of wireless sensor network often use pre-shared secret keys to protect confidential data by encryption. Hence, an 
efficient key management scheme is necessary which reduces the impact of node capture attacks and consumes less 
energy. A good key management protocol must pay attention to balance the binary tree structure associated with the 
network as binary search tree with less height behaves more efficiently. The proposed Efficient Group Key 
Management Scheme is based on the new routing protocol called efficient four layer key management scheme 
(EFLKMS) analyses Exclusive Basis System (EBS) for hexagonal topology using AVL tree based on hierarchical 
WSNs during data transmission towards the Base station. When data transfer occurs towards the base station, the data 
is made to pass through four phases of encryption for ensuring security in the network. 
 
KEYWORDS: Group Key Management, Cluster Head, Security, Cluster Coordinator, EBS. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) usually consists of a large number of energy-constrained, wireless capable sensor 
nodes. In fact, a WSN is a combination of wireless networking and an embedded system technology that monitors 
physical or environmental conditions, such as temperature, vibration, pressure, sound, motion or pollutants, at different 
locations. As WSNs are widely used for gathering application with specific information from the surrounding 
environment, thus it is highly essential to protect the sensitive data from an unauthorized access. Adversary can 
physically capture and get the information contained in the sensor node, eavesdrop and inject new messages, modify 
messages. Hence, there must be some sort of mechanism for node to securely transmit the data. Thus, security has 
become the most sensible challenge in WSNs. Low capabilities of devices, in terms of computational power and energy 
consumption; make it difficult to use traditional security protocols. WSNs are also vulnerable to security attacks due to 
their widespread broadcast nature of radio transmission. Such networks have substantial data acquisition and data 
processing capabilities and for this reason nodes are deployed densely throughout the area where they can monitor 
specific phenomena. The purpose of implementing cluster based key management in WSN is to reduce the rate of data 
transfer from nodes to cluster head (CH), CH to Cluster Coordinator (CC), then to base station (BS). This will reduce 
the amount of energy consumed by the individual node. Clustering based routing protocol play significant role to 
improve energy efficiency and quality of service for a set of internet of Things ( IoT) applications[1]. It is the 
hierarchical architecture that has nodes with different roles of functionalities by different nodes. In hierarchical 
architecture, the nodes are divided into clusters and  a set of nodes are periodically elected as leader of each group CH. 
CHs are used for more complex tasks, such as: the controlling of each cluster, collecting data from non-CHs, data 
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aggregation, and sending the collected data to the BS[2].  In our proposed work, final data aggregation is performed by 
cluster coordinator.  By capturing a sensor node, an intruder can become a CH and further propagate attacks such as 
sinkhole and selective forwarding. This could result in disruption of entire network. Therefore more efficient key 
management scheme based on the Cluster based network need to be established. It is the Clustering which provide a 
way of efficient data gathering technique in terms of energy consumption. We have applied cluster based network key 
management scheme using Exclusion Basis System (EBS). The Exclusion Basis System (EBS)[3] was proposed by 
Eltoweissy el al. in 2014.  The EBS is based on a combinatorial formulation of the group multicast key management 
problem which provides a general framework for the key management systems. In EBS-based scheme nodes are 
assigned with several keys from a global key pool. And the group rekeying mechanism is executed from the periodical 
time, or it is executed when certain number of nodes is compromised. In the group rekeying phase, the temporary keys 
are created. Therefore, these temporary keys encrypted with all the new group key are sent to the nodes which are not 
compromised by the intruder.  
The paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes Basic Network model, section III discuss related work. 
Section IV discusses assumption made on the network entities, section V discusses proposed key management scheme, 
section VI discuss simulation study, and section VII shows  performance evaluation of the proposed system . Finally in 
Section VIII presents conclusion. 

II. BASIC NETWORK MODEL   
 

WSNs are very popular as it can provide potentially low cost solutions to a variety of real-world challenges [4]. WSN 
architecture can generally be organized in two ways: distributed and hierarchal as shown in Figure 1 [5]. A hierarchical 
WSN has a network hierarchy among the sensor nodes based on their properties such as power and memory. Cluster 
heads which are used to collect and aggregate local or received data from other end-point sensor nodes and send them 
to base stations [2]. Data communications in such networks can be: (1) pair-wise (unicast), (2) group-wise (multicast) 
or (3) network-wise (broadcast). There exist some lightweight key management protocols [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] for WSNs. 
Cryptography keys in these protocols are transmitted within nodes via messages. So they incur high communication 
overheads [11, 12]. To see why, let’s consider two communicating nodes in a secure session. A sender node must either 
send two messages to a receiver node, one for transmitting its symmetric key and another for the message text itself, or 
just send 1 message containing the text of its message if it knows (has stored) the symmetric keys of all its neighbours. 
Distributed and hierarchical WSN architectures [5] require different key distribution protocols. In distributed WSNs 
architecture, sensor nodes use pre-distributed, dynamically generated pair-wise or group wise keys [13, 14, 15, 16]. 
Efficient key distribution mechanism is required for different type of key usages. Therefore it is necessary for 
hierarchical WSNs to establish some trusted nodes such as base stations and cluster heads which act as the key server 
and trust the distributed keys [17, 18, 19, 20] by a secure session establishment. In this paper, only hierarchical 
architectures are considered. Firstly, a hierarchical architecture, with a single base station and many clusters, is 
considered. The base station is the network coordinator with which cluster heads in its radio range can communicate. 
Since sensor nodes have limited radio coverage, the network is clustered in such a way that each cluster head can 
communicate to the base station in a single hop; ordinary (end-point) nodes within a cluster communicate with their 
cluster head in a single hop too. Secondly, a distributed architecture without a pre-defined clustering is considered. 
In this case, there is a single base station and many sensor nodes and each node can communicate with base station in a 
single hop. A reconfigurable clustering for key distribution is introduced for this architecture too [21, 22, 23]. 
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III. RELATED WORK 
 

Different cluster-based approaches have been proposed to handle the challenging issues of WSNs. For secured 
communication in wireless sensor network, key managements are one of the challenging tasks. Key management plays 
a significant role for secured communication in wireless sensor networks. Group key is one of the fundamental security 
mechanisms that are able to provide secure group communication [24]. Nowadays, Clustering is one of the best 
grouping techniques used in many research areas. Therefore, the cluster based sensors networks behave better in 
performance and reliability than traditional flat WSNs (FSNs) as [25]. Several key distribution and management 
schemes have been proposed in WSNs. Cluster based key management techniques called EECBKM [26] are also used 
for energy efficient key management.  EBS key set is used in EECBKM and contains the pair wise keys for intra cluster 
and inter cluster communication. Results have shown that EECBKM reduces node capture attacks. However fails to 
mitigate selective forwarding and wormhole attacks. It is good for securing LEACH (Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering 
Hierarchy) presented by Heinzelman et al. [27], Zhang et al. proposed RLEACH [28] a secure routing protocol for 
cluster-based WSNs, using group key management to solve the problem of secure LEACH. Different attack such as 
sinkhole attacks, selective forwarding can be resisted by using improve random pair-wise key management scheme. 
Otherwise RLEACH fails against node capture attack. Jolly et al. proposed low-energy key management protocol 
LEKM [29]. Further, LEKM used group keys to secure the communication between two cluster heads. In this once the 
cluster head is capture; all the keys stored in sensor nodes within a cluster are compromised. Zhang and al [30] focus on 
reducing storage cost of sensor nodes and  the communication overhead and propose a cluster-based group key 
management scheme for WSNs, they employ the threshold cryptography [31,32] and to solve the node isolation 
problem. The weakness of this scheme is that the communication security within a cluster is affected, once a CH is 
captured. This scheme also doesn’t provide secure communication between the sink node and cluster heads. Two 
layered dynamic key management (TDKM) approach for cluster-based WSN (CWSN) was proposed by I.-H.Chuang, 
W.-T.Su,C.-Y. Wu,et al,[33]. In order to show efficiency, TDKM was used to compare with other key management 
protocols. Key generation overhead, secured data transmission overhead and network security in CWSN are analyzed 
by finding the relationship between the number of groups and system performance. An energy-efficient distributed 
deterministic key management scheme (EDDK) was proposed by X.Zhang, J.He, and Q.Wei [34]. In this scheme, 
Secure and less communication overhead are well established with the help pairwise keys and cluster keys.  They also 
made use of elliptic curve digital signature algorithm in EDDK, which provided the support for the establishment of 
pairwise keys and local cluster keys under the node mobility scenario. 

IV. ASSUMPTION ON THE NETWORK ENTITIES  
 

The area of key management is one of the good security aspects that provide a mechanism for secured communication 
in cluster based wireless sensor network. Initially, clusters are formed in the network and the CHs are selected based on 
the energy cost, coverage and processing capacity. Again, it is assumed that the cluster coordinator (CC) takes the role 
to collect full information from the CH to enhance rate of data transfer as well as full proof four phase data transfer to 
base station. Further, CHs are responsible for relaying of messages from ordinary nodes to the Cluster head and then 

Fig 1: Network Model: Distributed vs. hierarchical WSNs 
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CC to BS. Energy efficient key management is depending upon the efficient network arrangement, routing protocol, 
special distribution of sensor nodes, cluster node and coordinator cluster nodes. Accordingly, designing key 
management protocols that can securely distribute secret keys among sensor nodes become an important issue for 
WSNs. Traditionally, the sensor nodes always report their sensing data back to a remote processing center called as the 
BS in a client-server model [37][38] where the nodes would quickly run out of their energies, and thus substantially 
shorten the network lifetime. This problem has led to the development of hexagonal topology using AVL tree based on 
hierarchical WSNs [36]. Many cluster-based wireless sensor network routing protocols have been proposed by the 
researchers. However, most of them did not consider the communication protection, which is important to ensure the 
network security and are vulnerable to a number of security threats [39]. Attacks involving CHs are the most damaging. 
Hence, it is essential to establish encryption keys among sensor nodes, thus restricting the security impact of a node to 
be compromised [40]. Zhang and Varadharajan [41] presented different key management techniques for different types 
of network architecture. 
 
In order to implement the proposed efficient four layer key management (EFLKMS), the following assumptions are 
considered:  
1. The base station has more computational and energy power compared to sensors.  
2. Only one node called cluster coordinator is able to communicate with the base station. 
3. The base station has a pair of keys (private and public key).  
4. Cluster coordinator is taken at the center of the hexagonal AVL network model.  
5. Cluster coordinator has same distance with all the Cluster head.  
6. Each sensor is capable to use:  

a. Asymmetric Cryptography: To provide authentication of the base station. 
b. Symmetric Cryptography: To ensure the confidentiality of traffic across the network.  

7. MAC (message authentication code) is used to ensure data integrity.  
8. Each sensor has the capacity to save at least the public key of the base station and one or more symmetric keys used 
for data encryption.  
 

V. PROPOSED KEY MANAGEMENT SCHEME  
 
1. Cluster head selection  

As soon as nodes of wireless sensor network are deployed in the physical environment, they first report to the base 
station about their actual physical locations and then the network starts to select cluster heads. In the cluster head 
selection algorithm, each node decides if it is capable of serving as cluster head based on the three selection criteria: (i) 
Energy cost, (ii) coverage and (iii) processing capacity. Coverage is based on neighbor count of each node. The highest 
neighbor count and highest residual energy node is selected as cluster head as shown the fig 2. Further, the cluster 
formation process can lead unfair energy consumption, if the CHs are only elected on the basis of a single objective 
metric [35].  The clustering approach is used in the proposed network where each vertex represents a cluster head 
nodes. The network is divided into BS, CC, CHs and member nodes (MNs). BS is powerful and has information of the 
total network. Each cluster has one CH with limited MBs. In our proposed work, WSN is viewed as a Hexagonal model 
[36]. The network area is considered as a hexagonal shape and divided into triangle shaped six regions. Each region 
acts as a cluster that contains sensor nodes. The division is guided by equation (1) and six different colours are used to 
indicate six regions. 
 

 

   

Where (x1, y1), (x2, y2), (x3, y3) are three coordinates of the triangle.  

Cluster head for each cluster is selected amongst the nodes that are the closest to the center of a cluster area. 
 

      
2

21*313*232*1 yyxyyxyyxArea 
 (1) 
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2. EBS(Exclusion Basis System) Subset Construction 
 

An EBS is a collection of subsets of the set of members. Each subset corresponds to a key and the elements of a subset 
are the nodes that have that key. An EBS of dimension (N, K, M) represents a situation in a secure group where there 
are N members numbered 1 through N, and where a key server holds a distinct key for each subset. If subset Ai is in the 
EBS, then the key Ki is known by each of the members whose number appears in the subset Ai. Furthermore, for each t 
∈ [1, N] there are M elements in the EMS whose union is [1, N] – {t}. This means that the key server can evict any 
member t, re-key, and let all remaining members know he replacement keys for the K keys they are entitled to know. 
This is done by multicasting M messages encrypted by the keys corresponding to the M elements whose union is [1, N] 
– {t}. Each new key is encrypted by its predecessor in order to limit decipherability only to the appropriate members. 
To construct subsets of the EBS, a canonical enumeration method is used: consider all possible ways of forming 
subsets of K objects from a set of K + M objects. For the sequence of bit strings in Canonical(K, M) we form a matrix 
A, where K and M are understood, and whose C(K + M, K) columns are the successive bit strings of K+M length, each 
with K ones. “A” is called the canonical matrix for EBS (N, K, M). In this protocol, when the base station constructs 
EBS (N, K, M) model, the parameters N, K, and M can be raised in value such that more management keys are 
generated. This way when new nodes are admitted to the clusters, the spare keys can be used directly instead of 
generating new keys. 
For example, the canonical matrix A for EBS (8, 3, 2) contains the enumeration of all C(5, 3) ways to form a subset of 
3 keys from 5 keys, as shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 1. ENUMERATION MATRIX FOR EBS (8,3,2) 

 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 

T1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 

T2 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 
T3 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

T4 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 

T5 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 

Fig 2: Snapshot Code for Cluster Head selection 
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Each row of the table (matrix A) corresponds to a subset Ti, where an entry 1 in the row means that the subset contains 
the corresponding node. As N = 8 thus M9 and M10 are useless. Therefore, in Table 1, T1 = [5, 6, 7, 8], T2 = [2, 3, 4, 
8], T3 = [1, 3, 4, 6, 7], T4 = [1, 2, 4, 5, 7], and T5 = [1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8] and the following are interpreted easily: 
 
[1,8] – [1] = T1 U T2, 
[1,8] – [2] = T1 U T3, 
[1,8] – [3] = T1 U T4, 
… 
Therefore, when any node exits from the network, only two subsets of nodes need to send messages to update their 
keys. 
When any user is revoked from the network that time new key is generated to hide the information from revoked user 
in the network. That key encrypted by BS and send to CH using other group keys except revoked user combination. 
Then CH broadcast the information to Cluster members. EBS key construction is shown in the figure 3. Each group 
have corresponding key. The verification (authentication) of any sensor node of particular cluster is done by respective 
CH. Verification of CC will be done by BS.  

 
 
 
Each node knows its immediate neighbors. If a certain attack occurs on the network, BS will alert to network, 
especially to particular CC, which in turn carries verification for that CH and doesn’t allow it to enter the network. 
Thus, network will be secured.  
 

3. Architecture: 
The four layered clustered architecture comprises of Base station at the top level, Cluster coordinator at the second 
level, cluster head at the third level and low end sensor nodes at the bottom level as shown in figure 4. Grouping of 
sensor nodes into clusters hierarchically is a method to achieve energy efficiency. Routing is also an important factor 
that affects wireless sensor networks [42.43]. This architecture highlights the efficient four layered key management 
(EFLKMS) protocol to achieve secure data delivery based on clustering mechanism. In this protocol, Cluster 
coordinator plays an important role among the member nodes by using cluster head by providing secure 
communication as well as reliability. A limited energy resource of the sensor nodes is one of the most restrictive factors 
on the lifetime of wireless sensor network. The main advantage of a multi-layered clustered architecture [44] is that the 
number of keys loaded in each sensor nodes will be appreciably less compared to distributed sensor networks. It is fact 
that the hierarchical architecture enhances the scalability of the system. Such kind of architecture provides Division of 
Labor system where in each node is loaded with optimal work it can perform [45]. Thus, hierarchical clustered 

Fig 3: Snap shoot of EBS 
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architecture [46] gives a clear idea of what type of nodes to be used at different levels. In the topology-oriented (Tree or 
Hierarchy based) group key management frameworks, the group nodes are virtually organized into hierarchical or tree 
topological structure. In fact, the topology oriented methods put emphasis on improving key computation, message 
overhead and memory to store keys. However, these methods suffer from frequent topology changes due to node 
mobility or join or leave operations. 100% connectivity at low power consumption is a main objective in WSN.  
Maximum transmission power is needed to achieve maximum communication range and thus the range of 
communication is traded-off with energy consumption. Typically, WSN nodes are expected to work efficiently at low 
power consumption. In fact, communication range is cut down if power consumption is decreased.  Transmission 
power of communication [47] is ignored if any nodes try to communicate with other nodes without any nodes 
intervention. . The main advantage of this is the security which is 100%, further; the data received is a primary data. 
Also there is minimal possibility of data loss. Due to high energy consumption, it is still not welcome in WSN. Here for 
100% connectivity all the nodes should be in the communication range of other nodes, this limits the network coverage. 

 
Fig 4: Layered Cluster architecture in WSN 

 
These multi-hop techniques are used. The communication range of a node is reduced subject to the energy consumption 
constraint. In order to achieve 100% connectivity and consumption of low energy during data transmission, we 
proposed hierarchical four layer architecture. Since the communication range [48] of a node is reduced keeping in mind 
the power consumption, multi-hop techniques are used for long range communication. Here low end sensor nodes are 
grouped under High end Group heads (nodes). If one node in a group wants to communicate with the node in the other 
group multi-hopping is done via their respective group heads. By doing this data is more secure as the receiving node 
knows the source of the message, also always there exist exactly two nodes (the respective group heads) in between the 
sender and the receiver. Thus the proposed scheme uses the optimized connectivity with minimal power consumption 
as the criterion for grouping nodes. The same criterion is followed for clustering group heads under powerful cluster 
heads. The cluster heads communicates directly with the base station. The proposed multi-layered clustered architecture 
is hence the best architecture. Dynamic key management protocol is proposed in our four layer architecture.   Key 
management using EBS in wireless sensor network is secure group key management. First, the assumptions are made 
on the network entities, and then the protocol for four phase key exchange is presented. The key management protocol 
presented in this section uses a symmetric key system as well as  asymmetric and then consists of the sub-protocols that 
define how the keys are distributed, added, revoked, and updated during the life time of the sensor network. Due to the 
lack of tamper-resistant packaging and the insecure nature of wireless communication channels, these networks are 
vulnerable to internal and external attacks [49, 50, 51].  From the security standpoint, it is very important to provide 
data confidentiality, data authentication, data integrity, data availability, data freshness, time synchronization and 
secure localization [52].  
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4. Our proposed protocol 

The proposed scheme considers a hierarchical cluster structure of sensor network [36] as illustrated in Fig. 5. The 
proposed routing protocol called efficient four layer key management protocol (EFLKMS) forecast consumption of less 
energy during key management process. There are four types of keys in this new routing protocol that is shared key, 
cluster head key, cluster coordinator key and pairwise key. This protocol is better than EECBKM in terms of storage 
overhead, computation time, packet transfer, total residual energy, throughout and control overhead. 

Table 2: Notations used in the proposed Key Management Protocol 
Notation Description 
Kinit Initialization key between sensor node and base station 
KC Authentication key of Cluster 
Kpri Primary key 
KCHcdr Custer coordinator key 
CH Cluster head 
B Base station 
Ci ithcluster 
CHi ith Cluster head 
CHcdr Cluster coordinator of the cluster head 
ID(Si) ID of the ith sensor node 
ID(Chi) ID of the ith cluster node 
ID(Ci) ID of the jth cluster 
Kshare(Si) The key shared between the ith sensor node and the base station 
Kc(Cj) Authentication key of the jth cluster 
Kebs EBS management key set 
E(K,M) Message M encrypted with key K 
|| Concatenation operation 
PHij Pairwise key between cluster coordinator and its cluster head members 
PHii Pairwise key between cluster head members 
 
Therefore EFLKMS involves these following phases: 

1. Initialization phase 
2. Pair wise establishment 
3. Intra cluster pair wise key management 
4. Intra cluster group key management 
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Fig 5: Hierarchical Hexagonal model 

 
a. Network Initialization 

The sensor network layer is divided into different clusters. Each cluster has a CH which coordinates all SNs in the 
cluster. A SN can communicate with other SNs in the same cluster and also the CH. All CHs of all clusters can 
communicate with each other and cluster coordinator is responsible to communicate with the BS. The BS is the first 
layer which controls the network and also helps in connecting WSN to external networks like Internet. The second 
layer is the CC layer. CC coordinates all other CHs in terms of data transfer and other operations. The third layer is the 
CH to collect data from the sensor nodes (SNs). Four layers is Sensor nodes that collect data from the environment. In 
the first phase, source node collect data from the environment to communicate to the base station. In the second phase, 
cluster member to cluster head encryption and decryption, in the third phase, encryption and decryption between the 
cluster head and cluster coordinator and in the last phase data encryption and decryption between cluster coordinator 
and base station based on exclusive base system. CH consumes more energy due to its heavy responsibilities. To 
overcome this, CC is introduced to take overall responsible to reduce energy consumption by each CH. The scheme can 
balance energy consumption by rotating CHs randomly and then assigning jobs to CC.  The notations used are 
presented in Table 2. Before the WSN is actually deployed, each node is given a random number for identification and 
also a secret key is shared with BS and the rest of the process is as follows. During the formation of a cluster, initially a 
CH is selected based on eligibility criteria such as energy cost, coverage and processing capacity. CC is proposed as the 
main coordinator for all CHs. After the CC selection, the information about all the members of the cluster and all 
cluster heads are sent to the sink by the CC. The base station then provides the CC key, the cluster head key and the 
EBS key set required for the communication between the nodes. These keys are distributed to the nodes by the CC 
prior to communication. After the key distribution, secure channel is established between the nodes and the CH. 
After nodes are deployed to their physical environment, they first report the BS through CC about their physical 
locations Like the CH selection algorithm, each CH nodes decide if it is capable of serving as a CC. If so, the CHcdr 
broadcasts a Hellow packet. The packet must be authenticated and for the authentication process, the encryption 
mechanism is carried on. 

CHcdr 

E (KCHcdr,Hellow)                                
broadcast  

 
Thus for the first time CC formation process, the initial Cluster Coordinator key KCHcdr is used to encrypt the Hellow 
packet. 
When a CH receives the message, it replies to the CC that it intends to admit. The reply includes its ID and its response 
content Acknowledgement (Ack). 
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Chi
E(KCHcdr ,ID(CHi) || Ack)                     

CHcdr 
 

Finally, the CC assigns IDs to all the CH nodes that intend to join the CC and sends the information to the BS. The BS 
constructs EBS structure for the CC, assigns the cluster coordinator ID and generates the cluster coordinator key and 
associated management key.  
According to the EBS structure the BS uses the shared main key K share to encrypt data exchange with the CC and CH 
nodes within the one particular cluster. All encrypted data are sent to the cluster coordinator. The CC keeps the 
segment of the data that is intended for it and passes other parts of the data to other cluster node. Upon the completion, 
all cluster nodes delete Keyinit from the memory. The initial clustering is then finished and the entire logical structure of 
the WSN is saved on the BS. 
 

        E (Kshare  (CHcdr ), ID (CHi) || ID(Sm)....)   
 
CHcdr   

       B 
The BS sends the IDs of all nodes, cluster key and management key to the CC. 
 

CHcdr

Kpri(CHcdr-BEACON)
                         broadcast  

 CHcdr

CH_REPLY
                                       CHi 

             Kpri(ID{Ci} || Ack 
 

b. Intra Cluster Communication between Cluster member to cluster head 

The CH decrypts the pairwise keys sent by the CC, with its Cluster key KCH and distributes them to its cluster 
members. By the characteristics of EBS system, the CH just only broadcasts m rekeying messages to notify all other 
nodes to update. Of course, the update messages must contain the revoked node ID and all replacing keys, and be 
encrypted with the EBS keys that the compromised node does not have. 

 
CHi                                                             { CM}j 
where, 
i=1 --------->J=1 to 7 
i =2 ------->J= 8 to 14 
i=3 -------->J=15 to 21 
i=4--------->J=22 to 28 
i=5--------->J=29 to 35 
i=6--------->j=36 to 42 

 
Where, CMs are the cluster members.  
After the pairwise keys are distributed by the CH to its members, for establishment of the secure channels between the 
CH and the cluster members, the CH sends a Hellow message to the CMs. Based on the reception of the 
Acknowledgement message from its members; the CH establishes a channel between itself and all the members 
individually. 

 

Chi  
            Hellow message                        

{CM}j 

Chi                     
Ask message                         

{CM}j 

CHi 
                  Secure Channel                       

{CM}j 
Where, 
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i=1 ---------->J =1   to 7 
i =2 --------->J= 8   to 14 
i=3 ---------->J=15  to 21 
i=4----------->J=22  to 28 
i=5----------->J=29  to 35 
i=6----------->j=36  to 42 

if node1 of C1 wants to communicate with node 5 of the same cluster, then CH distributes a pairwise key to node 1 and 
node 5: 

 

CH1                   
K11                                          

{CM}1 

CH1              
K15                                                

{CM}5 
 

Next a secure path is established between the two nodes; node1 and node 5 after the exchange of Hellow message and 
Ack message: 

 

CH1                    
Hellow message                    

{CM}1 

CH1                    
Hellow message

                  {CM}5 

CH1 
                     Ack Message        

                {CM}1 
 

CH1                    
Ack message

                       {CM}5 
 

After receiving the acknowledge message, a secure channel is set up between the node and the CH.  
 

CH1 
                  Secure Channel                     

{CM}1 

CH1 
                Secure Channel                         

{CM}5 
 
This technique allows secure communication between intra cluster nodes as well as inter cluster nodes. 
 
c. Secure communication between Cluster Head and Cluster Co-coordinator 
Let, CH1, CH2, CH3, CH4, CH5, CH6 are the cluster heads of clusters C1,C2,C3,C4,C5 and C6 respectively. CH1 
contains the members 1 to 7, CH2 contains members 8 to 14, CH3 contains members 15 to 21, CH4 contains members 
22 to 28, CH5 contains members 29 to 35, CH6contains members 36 to 42. After the clusters are formed in the 
network, the CHcdr sends the information of its members like < Custer Coordinator id, cluster id, member id > to the 
BS. X1, X2, X3, X4, X5 and X6 are the cluster information sent by the respective CHs towards the CC given by: 

 
X1 ={< C1,1>,< C1,2>,-----------,< C1,7>} 
X2={<C2,8>,< C2,9>,----------,< C2,14>} 
X3={< C3,15>,< C3,16>, -------,< C3,21>} 
X4= {< C4,22>,< C4,23>,-------,< C4,28>} 
X5={< C5,29>,< C5,30>,--------,< C5,35>} 
X6 ={< C6, 36>,< C6,37>,-------,< C6,42>} 
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The CC allocates a Cluster key, KC to every cluster in the network. The cluster keys obtained by the cluster heads 
CH1, CH2, CH3, CH4, CH5, CH6 are the KCH1, KCH2, KCH3 , KCH4, KCH5, KCH6 respectively. 
After getting the cluster key from the CC, each Ci receives the pairwise key set which is based on the Exclusion Basis 
System(EBS).[ 3] 
 

CHcdr                    
KCHi {EBS  key set}  

CHi,  
 
wherei = 1,2,3,4,5,6 
 

The EBS key set includes the pairwise keys, PHij for communication between the CC and its CH members and PHii 
communication between the CH members and encrypted by the Cluster Coordinator key. Hence, EBS key set 
transmission can also be given as: 

 

Cluster Coordinator     
Kchi{PHij||PHii}     

CHi ,  
wherei = 1,2,3,4,5,6. 
 

When any user is revoked from the network that time new key is generated to hide the information from revoked user 
in the network. That key is encrypted by BS and it is sent to Cluster Co-ordinator then CH using other group keys 
except the key of revoked user combination. Then CH broadcast the information to Cluster members. 
 
d. Inter cluster Communication 
Whenever a node within a cluster wants to communicate with a node belonging to another cluster then the inter cluster 
communication takes place in the network. For communication between two clusters, the CHs use the pairwise keys, 
PHii obtained from the EBS key set:     

 

CHi                         
PHii                                               

CHi´ 
where, i =1,2,3,4,5,6; i´=1,2,3,4,5,6 and i≠i´ 
 

After the distribution of the pairwise keys between the CHs, the secure channels are established. Initially the source CH 
sends a Hellow message to the CH with which the former wants to communicate. On reception of the 
Acknowledgement message from the target CH, the source establishes a channel between itself and the target CH: 
 

CHi                          
Hellow message         

CHj 
where, i =1,2,3,4,5,6..etc, i´=1,2,3,4,5,6 and i≠i´: 

CHi              
Ack message                          

CHi 
where, i =1,2,3,4,5,6;  i´=1,2,3,4,5,6 and i≠i´: 

CHi         
Secure Channel

                           CHi 
where, i =1,2,3..etc, i´=1,2,3 and i≠i´ 
 

For example, if node 10 of C2 wants to communicate with node 15 of C3, then the following sequence of steps will 
take place. 
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CH2 establishes a secure connection by distributing the key k23 with CH3. Then CH2 distributes the pairwise key 
K210 to the node10 and CH3 distributes the pairwise key K315 to the node 15 and then a secure channel is established 
in C2 between C H2 and node10 and in C3 between C H3 and node15. 
 
In order to establish a secure channel between C2 and C3, the following steps are followed: 

 

CH2               
            K23          

                 CH3 
 
Next the Hellow message is sent by C2 to C3 
 

CH2                      
Hellow message              

CH3 

CH2                      
Ack message                    

CH3 
 

On receiving the acknowledge message, a secure channel is established between the C2 and C3 
 

CH2     
                      Secure Channel         

CH3 
 

Then through CH2and CH3, the node10 of C2 and node15 of C3 are connected to each other to form a secure path: 
 
{CM}10                                                      {CM}15 
 

Data verification between the cluster members and cluster head is significant. Source node encrypts the data and send 
to cluster head using cluster key. The cluster head decrypts the data using the same cluster key. Then cluster head 
encrypts that data and send to destination node (cluster member) using cluster key. Destination decrypts the data using 
same cluster key. 

 
5. Cluster coordinator and base station  
The energy level of the nodes also has to be intimated to the BS. This can be done during the set up phase of the cluster 
formation. Clustering found to be an effective technique to solve the energy consumption problem for WSN by 
avoiding long distance communication [18]. Energy consumption varies exponentially with the communication 
distance. The extension of the life time is an important factor in terms of the energy utilization in WSN. Sensor nodes 
choose their leader as CH based on the strongest signal received from the node [5]. 
 

The CC sends a request to the BS for the keys of adjacent cluster. 

CHcdr                  

E(Kshare(CHcdrNew), request
-     Base Station 

 
When the BS receives the request, it determines whether the CC is able to reach the six adjacent clusters. Hence, it 
sends the keys of the six clusters to the CC head. 

 

                          
E(Kshare (CHcdr) Kc(C1) || Kc(C2) || Kc(C3) || Kc(C4) || Kc(C5) || Kc(C6)          

Base Station                                                                                                                            CHcdr 
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The CC encrypts the Hellow packets with the received keys and broadcasts the packets to the six clusters. 
 

CHcdr                 Broadcast: E(Kc(C1), Hellow), E(Kc(C1), Hellow), E(Kc(C2), Hellow), E(Kc(C3), 
Hellow), E(Kc(C4), Hellow), E(Kc(C5), Hellow), E(Kc(C6), Hellow) 

After cluster nodes make choices, they report to the BS via their CC that the nodes have chosen to join in when the BS 
collects all the data. It constructs the EBS for the CC, generates the CC key and management key, and then sends them 
to the CC, which further passes to their cluster. 
 

VI. SIMULATION STUDY 

1. SIMULATION SETTINGS 
 A wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) which consists of 200 sensor nodes in 600m x 600m area is created. Existing AODV protocol 
is modified and new protocol efficient four Layer Key Management Scheme (EFLKMS) is designed by modifying aodv.cc, 
aodv_neighbor.cc, aodv.h and aodv_neighbor.h files according to the proposed method for cluster based data transmission. Ns2 is 
rebuilt with newly added protocol.  The performance of the proposed EFLKMS is evaluated for the simulation settings as per the 
following simulation model and compared with EECBKM. Metrics such as Average Residual energy, Throughput, Control overhead 
and Storage Overhead are evaluated using the awk script by analyzing trace file for the scenarios of varying number of nodes. Using 
the results obtained from the awk script graph is plotted for performance metrics using the graph tool available in NS-2. The 
simulation environment is as given below. 

 
TABLE 3: Summarizes the simulation parameters used 

 
SIMULATOR Network Simulator 2 

NUMBER OF NODES 80 

AREA 600m x 600m 

COMMUNICATION RANGE 250m 

INTERFACE TYPE Phy/WirelessPhy 

MAC TYPE IEEE 802.11 

QUEUE TYPE DropTail/Priority Queue 

QUEUE LENGTH 50 Packets 

ANTENNA TYPE Omni Antenna 

PROPAGATION TYPE TwoRayGround 

ROUTING PROTOCOL EFLKMS,EECBKM 

TRANSPORT AGENT UDP 

APPLICATION AGENT CBR 

INITIAL ENERGY 10 Joules 

SIMULATION TIME 50seconds 
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2. Simulation Scenario 
In this section figure 6 shows the scenario of Nam output showing Network Environment before Hexagonal senor Deployment, fig 7 
shows scenario of output showing Hexagonal Based Sensor Deployment, fig 8 shows the scenario of cluster head selection and dark 
green is the cluster head, fig 9 shows scenario of cluster formation by orange color node, fig 10 shows scenario of cluster head 
selection at different region.  fig 11 shows scenario of intra cluster communication, figure 12 shows scenario of data transmission 
from cluster member to Base station as Source node send data to base station through cluster head and cluster coordinator. Figure13 
shows scenario of inter cluster communication; figure 14 shows scenario of Data communication from cluster member to base 
station. 
 
3.  Simulation Results  
In this paper, an analysis is done for EFLKMS through some parameters such as total residual energy, throughput, control overhead 
and storage overhead and the results are compared with EECBKM. Scenario is kept same for both protocols with same topology and 
energy. EECBKM and EFLKMS protocols are compared for the scenarios of varying number of nodes. Totally 3 simulation runs are 
made by varying number of nodes as 60,70 and 80. 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 6: Scenario of Network Environment before Hexagonal sensor Deployment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 7: Scenario of Hexagonal Based Sensor Deployment 
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Figure 8: Scenario of Cluster Head Selection 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 9: Scenario of cluster formation by orange color node 
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Fig 10: Scenario of cluster head selection at different region 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 11: Scenario of Intra Cluster Communication 
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Fig 12: Scenario of cluster member to base station 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 13: Scenario of Inter cluster communication 
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Fig 14: Scenario of data communication from cluster member to base station 
 
Parameters such as total residual energy, throughput, control overhead and storage overhead are computed and plotted 
as Xgraph. In figure 14, 15, 16 and 17, the performances of EECBKM and EFLKMS are compared based on the 
storage overhead, control overhead, actual residual energy and throughput. 
 

 
Fig 15: : Number of nodes Vs Storage overhead 

 
Figure 15:  shows the simulation result of number of nodes Vs Storage overhead. EELKMS achieves decreased storage 
overhead when compare to EECBKM. When the number of nodes increased the storage overhead is increased. The 
EFLKMS provides decreased storage overhead compared to EECBKM. 
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Fig 16: number of nodes Vs control overhead 
 
Figure 16: shows the simulation result of number of nodes Vs control overhead. EFLKMS provides decreased control 
overhead when compared to EECBKM. When the number of nodes increased the control overhead is increased. The 
EFLKMS provides decreased control overhead compared to EECBKM. 
 

 
 

Fig 17: number of nodes Vs Total residual energy 
 
Figure 17 shows the simulation result of number of nodes Vs Total residual energy. EFLKMS achieves increased 
residual energy when compared to EECBKM. When the number of nodes increased the residual energy is increased. 
The EFLKMS provides increased residual energy compared to EECBKM. 
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Fig 18: number of nodes Vs throughput 
 
Figure 18 shows the simulation result of number of nodes Vs throughput. EELKMS provides increased throughput 
when compared to EECBKM. When the number of nodes increased the throughput is increased. The EFLKMS 
provides increased throughput compared to EECBKM. 

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
 

1. Average Residual Energy:  It is the average remaining energy available for all the nodes in the network 
Residual Energy =sum of remaining energy of every node / total nodes 

2. Throughput: Throughput is the amount of data successfully received at the sink 
Throughput (bits/s) = Received data / Duration of data transmission  

3. Control overhead: It is the amount of control packets involved in routing process. 
Control overhead = Number of control packets 

4. Storage Overhead: It refers to the number of bytes of stored for key computation.  

VIII. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, based on the Exclusion Basis System (EBS), an efficient and distributed key management protocol 
termed as Four Layer Key Management Scheme (EFLKMS) for Hierarchical WSNs is proposed. The proposed 
mathematical model is supported by the security analysis. The scheme is highly secure and energy efficient.  During the 
data transmission from the cluster members to the BS, the data passes four phases.  In the first phase, source node 
collect data from the environment to communicate to the base station. In the second phase, cluster member to cluster 
head encryption and decryption by the cluster head key, in the third phase, encryption and decryption between the 
cluster head and cluster coordinator and in the last phase data encryption and decryption between cluster coordinator 
and base station based on exclusive base system. Thus this technique allows inter cluster as well as intra cluster 
communication in a very efficient manner with high security. The proposed scheme can also handle compromised 
cluster head efficiently. Simulation results reveal that the proposed scheme is energy efficient and supports dynamic 
key management in dynamic network environment for high level of security. 
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